
secrets for
GROWING
your business
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In the next pages you will find over 150

products divided among 12 categories, all 

customizable with your company logo and 

graphics. They will be the perfect, valuable and 

cost effective gifts.

Technology goes wireless
Our catalogue is full of new 

products, both in terms of variety 

and technological innovation.

Mark the difference
You can find different products 

from a classic company gadget to a 

high-end gift.

Budget is the king
A range of flexible prices: from 

the lowest to the highest, from 

keychains to audio products.

Be sure to take a look at our best selling

products, with a 100% CUSTOM DESIGN:

we can provide you gadgets completely

customizable, both in shapes and colors.

Share with us your idea and we will create a 

bespoke promotional accessory either in a 2D 

or 3D shape.

Resources

Unbeatable prices
From budget-friendly giveaways to 

top quality items, we offer always 

the best prices in the market.

Urgent orders
A selection of our products shipped 

within only 24/48 hours from the 

order confirmation.

Order just 50 Unit
You will find a large number of 

products with minimum order 

quantity of only 50 pieces.

Certifications
Our USB sticks over 16 GB are life-

time guaranteed and we ensure 

legal warranty for all products.

Custom design
With our 100% Custom Design 

service you can promote your 

business in a truly original way.

Digital services
We offer you a wide set of digital 

services, ranging from data 

preload to icon customization.

Technology is 
our speciality

With our constantly expanding catalogue we are able to 
supply the best solution for every promotion or marketing 
need.
Our qualified support team is always available to guide you 
during the whole order process, from the initial request and 
the sample creation to the final product delivery.
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Augmented 
reality 
 The potential applications 
of Augmented Reality 
in the promotional market 

There is a lot of talk about Augmented 
Reality (AR) which has been a part of 
our daily life for some time, but what 
does it mean to make the most of this 
opportunity within the promotional 
market? 

The technology now plays an 
important role: imagine scanning a QR 
code on a product sheet with a tablet 
or smartphone, the system recognising 
it and then perfectly mapping it to the 
reality that the person is experiencing 
at that precise moment. Or during a 

presentation, when putting together a 
brief, to gather concrete ideas about a 
project. 

We have always been naturally oriented 
towards innovation, towards the future, 
and we were ready to include AR in our 
product launches. 

Augmented Reality has already been 
integrated in several other areas, 
predominantly in entertainment, and 
now in the world of corporate gadgets: 
a new tool to bridge the gap between 

the company and its customers in a 
market where being "global" is not 
only a mere aspect, but an essential 
requirement.  

AR technology has now become a 
fully fledged form of visual content 
management, allowing us to add a 
new dimension of information to our 
products by enabling customers to 
interact with them on a deeper level. 

This has begun a revolution in the 
Customer Experience, with our 
products now able to be seen in real 
physical contexts to aid customers in 

their selection processes, guided by the 
highly informative approach that sets 
us apart. 

One thing is for certain: the status 
quo is ready to be turned on its head, 
and Augmented Reality will enable 
us to develop an ever wider array of 
applications with our imagination and 
creativity. 

Check out the 
product in AR

You can scan the QR code with 
your smartphone to see the product 
in AR as if it was on your desk! 
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Eco-friendly 
Sustainable, Recycled, Natural 

You no longer need to choose 
between functionality 
and eco-sustainability: 
the products in this range 
are made from recycled 
materials, such as plastic or 
paper, materials of plant 
origin such as wheat fibre, 
wood or bamboo, and natural 

elements alternative to 
plastic, such as those found 
in cement.

With these products, you 
can reduce environmental 
impact, and you’ll be amazed 
by the quality and appeal. 
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Our brand new materials!

Recycled Plastic
Since the majority of plastic 
is non-biodegradable, 
recycling is fundamental to 
reduce it in the waste stream. 
The plastic we use here is 
recovered and reprocessed 
to turn it into new useful 
products.

Concrete
The concrete of our products 
has a slightly rough surface. 
This texture, paired with 
a minimal outline, gives 
to the product an original 
and sophisticated look 
reminiscent of industrial 
design.

Cardboard 
The cardboard we use 
consists of several surfaces 
of flat paper alternating with 
corrugated paper, linked 
together by natural adhesives. 
It can easily be recycled.

Wheat Fibre
Wheat fibre is an eco-
sustainable material that 
results from the assembly 
of natural fibre and ABS, 
and which represents a 
valid alternative to plastic 
products that have a greater 
environmental impact.

Wood & Bamboo
Wood and Bamboo are 
natural materials for which 
no industrial and polluting 
processes are needed. 
In particular, bamboo has 
a fast and natural growth 
cycle and needs no intensive 
farming to thrive.
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5.000 mAh
6,45 × 10,1 × 1,55 cm
Bamboo + Wheat   
8,5 × 5,0 + 6,0 × 5,0 cm  
Digital Printing, Laser Engraving

8.000mAh
13,5 × 7,1 × 1,55 cm
Cork + Wheat Straw
10,5 × 5,5 cm
Digital Printing, Laser Engraving

Natural Cork PowerPB904 PB905

5000 mAh Power Bank with bamboo and wheat fibre 
shell, two eco-friendly materials because of their low 
environmental impact.It features a standard USB port, a micro 
USB port and a Type-C with an input of 5V and an output of 
2A. A bright LED indicates the battery charge level. 

Power Bank Induction with 8,000 mAh wireless charge 
and a cork and wheat fibre shell, two eco-friendly materials 
thanks to their low environmental impact. It is equipped with 
a micro USB port, two USB ports and a Type-C port with an 
input of 5V and an output of 2A. 

A bright LED indicates the battery charge level. This power 
bank is only customizable on one side with digital printing or 
laser engraving. 

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR Check out the product in ARCAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

16,0 × 2,1 × 1,0 cm 
Bamboo + Wheat
1,0 × 2,0 cm
Digital Printing, Laser Engraving

Grain CB901

Multiple connector equipped with standard USB cable, micro-
USB, Lightning and Type C, all with fast charging function for 
smartphones or other devices. The hub from which the cables 
come out is made of wheat fibre (a special assembly of ABS 
and natural fibre), with a rectangular bamboo insert.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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10.000 mAh
15,5 × 7,3 cm   
Bamboo
14,5 × 6,5 + 8,0 × 4,0 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing, LED Logo

Solar PB095

Solar is a 10,000mAh powerbank equipped with a solar panel 
and featuring a body made entirely of FSC-certified bamboo – 
an eco-friendly material with a low environmental impact. It 
has a micro USB port, a standard USB port and a Type-C port 
with 5V input and 2A output. 

The device can also be charged using a standard USB cable.  
Solar can be customised on one side using screen printing, 
four-colour printing, laser engraving and LED printing 
techniques. 

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR

4.000 mAh
12,5 × 6,6 cm
Bamboo 
12,3 × 6,4 + 10,5 × 4,6 cm
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving

Bamboo Rectangle PB040

Rectangular base Power Bank with a body with rounded 
corners covered in bamboo. This model has a compact and 
elemental shape, and it is supplemented by the natural color 
of wood. It can be customised with silk-screen printed and 
laser-engraved graphics.

5W
Ø 9,0 cm
Bamboo
Ø 8,0 cm
Silk-screen Printing, Embossing

Bamboo Round
The real bamboo shell has a round base with a micro USB 
port and small lateral LEDs that shine when the battery 
charger is connected to an energy source. This accessory 
is compatible with smartphones that are equipped with 
integrated Qi technology.

WC005Bamboo Square PB041

4.000 - 5.200 mAh
7,6 × 7,6 cm
Bamboo 
7,4 × 7,4 + 5,5 × 5,5 cm  
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving

Square base Power Bank with a body with rounded corners 
covered in bamboo. The compact size and the thickness of just 
2 centimetres lend this power bank a compact and elemental 
shape, which is teamed with the natural color of wood. 

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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10W
Ø 9,0 cm × 1,3 cm
Carton + Plastic 
Ø 8,4 cm
Digital Printing

Cartoon WC911

10W cardboard wireless charger with which you can recharge 
your smartphone without connecting it via cable, but simply 
by placing it on the surface of the device. The peculiarity of 
its material makes it both a light product to carry around and 
eco-friendly. The cable, which is roughly 80cm long, is found 

inside and is completely removable. Cartoon is equipped with 
a USB Type-C port and is available in the natural colour of its 
material. It is customizable on the top with logos and graphics 
via digital printing. 

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

5W
Ø 10,0 cm × 1,3 cm
Wheat
Ø 3,2 cm 
Digital Printing

Plate WC905

Wireless charger with shell in wheat fibre, compatible with all 
devices designed for wireless charging.Wheat fibre is an eco-
sustainable material that results from the assembly of natural 
fibre and ABS, and which represents a valid alternative to 
plastic products that have a greater environmental impact.In 

the body there is an integrated LED that lights up during use 
and illuminates the edge of the shell. It uses standard Qi and 
functions via magnetic induction, with an energy emission 
equal to 5W. 

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AROUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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5W
15,1 × 10,7 × 10,8 cm 
Cork 
6,0 × 9,0 cm
Laser Engraving

Bucket WC907

5W wireless charger and pen holder in one single product, 
with a cork finishing. The inclined surface keeps your 
smartphone in a vertical position as it charges via induction 
(this works only for compatible models) with DC5V/2.0A 
input and output. The pen holder is spacious, and its interior 

is covered with soft PU leather. Bucket is the ideal support 
to keep your workstation tidy and to easily check mail and 
messages from your phone. Furthermore, thanks to two 
additional USB ports on the back, it also acts as a hub to 
charge multiple devices via cable. 

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR10W
20,5 × 8,7 × 7,9 cm
Cork
17,0 × 7,0 (×2) cm 
Laser Engraving

Cork Pad
The Cork Pad is a mouse pad made of cork, a natural material 
obtained with simpler manufacturing processes as opposed 
to processes used for synthetic products, which also works 
as a 10W wireless charger for charging smartphones or 
Bluetooth mouse equipped with induction technology. In 

addition to making the work environment more functional, 
this promotional gift has a large surface for customization 
thanks to the two areas of cork printing on the front in either 
digital or laser engraving. When folded, the pad can be taken 
anywhere or used as a practical support for smartphones. 

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

WC910
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ED009Sumpaper
Sumpaper is an 8-digit pocket calculator made from recycled 
paper. As well as the four basic mathematical functions, it is 
also possible to calculate percentages, square roots and use 
the memory function. It is powered by a solar cell and has a 
liquid crystal screen for viewing the results.

This product can be customised with logos and graphics on 
two sides, front and back, using laser engraving and screen 
printing.

15,7 × 10,3 cm 
Carton 
9,0 × 2,0 + 14,5 × 9,5 cm
Silk-screen Printing, UV Printing

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

In recent years, there has been 
a consolidated trend toward the 
inclusion of environmental issues in 
the daily activities and communication 
of companies, and new initiatives 
are also being launched in this 
direction to facilitate the move to an 
environmentally friendly consumption 
pattern.  

In this context, the use of recycled 
and recyclable materials is already 
widespread, both in the manufacturing 
of products and in the packaging that 
contains them. However, is it possible 
to expand the boundaries of this vision 
and guide one’s customers in the 
direction of eco-friendly consumption?  

This is where we got the idea of 
designing and developing packaging 
that can initially contain the product, 
but then offer the possibility of a 
different use through a change in form, 
making it a totally unexpected object.  

Here, then, is our first small step that 
can make a difference in the use of 
materials: a fish-bone shaped cable 
winder can be made from the box that 
holds one of our water bottles. You can 
carry it with you at all times to keep 
your earbuds and electronic devices 
cables tidy.   

Reuse and waste reduction are 
certainly one of the current trends, 
but for us they are much more than 
that: we recognize our responsibility 
as a company in reducing the 
environmental impact on a daily basis 
and we continue day after day toward 
the constant search for innovative and 
sustainable proposals. 

Reusable packaging

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR
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3W
Ø 6,2 × 8,0 cm 
Carton  
2,5 × 5,0 cm
Digital Printing

Jukebox SP913

Eco-friendly 3W Bluetooth speaker, in Bluetooth 5.0 version, 
covered in cardboard. The speaker has a round base and 
small dimensions (6.2 x 8 cm); it is rechargeable via USB 
cable and has a battery life of roughly 3 hours of continuous 
listening on a single charge. Jukebox is customizable on 1 side 

via digital print and is available in the natural colour of its 
material. Furthermore, thanks to its immediate availability on 
site, you can receive this product within 24 to 72 hours after 
the order is confirmed, depending on the destination areas.

SP901

5W
12,3 × 8,6 × 5,7 cm
Concrete + Bamboo 
5,0 × 0,8 cm + 5,1 × 4,3 cm
Digital Printing, Laser Engraving

Groove
5W Bluetooth speaker and wireless charger for Qi technology 
smartphones. With this fully featured product you can 
therefore listen to music from your smartphone while 
charging. The case shell is made of concrete with a slightly 
rough surface, while the speaker grille is made of bamboo.

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

3W
Ø 7,0 × 6,75 cm    
Concrete
3,0 × 4,0 cm (×3) 
Digital Printing

Eye SP902

3W Bluetooth speaker in concrete, with internal 500 
mAh rechargeable battery and 4 hours of autonomy with 
continuous listening. The Bluetooth 5.0 version ensures 
coverage of 10 metres. The surface has a slightly rough texture 
reminiscent of industrial design.

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARCheck out the product in AROUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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3W
6,2 × 6,2 × 6,3 cm
Kork   
4,5 × 4,5 cm (x3)
Laser Engraving, Digital Printing

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR

Kubiko SP912

3W Cork Bluetooth Speaker with an internal rechargeable 
500 MAh battery and 5.0 Bluetooth version. The speaker 
is cube-shaped and every side measures just over 6 cm. In 
addition to the compact design, what makes it original is its 
cork finishing. Cork is a natural material obtained via easier 

processes than synthetic products, such as, for example, 
plastic. It has a lower environmental impact both in terms of 
production and disposal. Kubiko is customisable on three sides 
(top surface and the two sides) via laser engraving.

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Controller: 5,1 × 1,3 × 1,0 cm
Bamboo + Wheat Straw + Hemp 
3,0 × 0,8 cm 
Digital Printing

Hemp EP901

Bamboo earphones with wheat fibre controller and hemp 
cable, in the natural colour of its materials, with a 55 
mAh battery capacity. The back of the controller can be 
customized. The Hemp earphones come with a charging cable 
and 2 sets of spare earphones. Furthermore, the earphones 

are shipped directly from our facilities within 24/48 hours of 
order confirmation; therefore, delivery takes place in 24 or 72 
hours depending on the destination area.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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Stiff ECO USB_1051

7,4 × 2,0 × 0,8 cm  
Recycled plastic
3,2 × 1,1 cm + 3,6 × 1,1 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Our classic Stiff USB stick now in an eco-friendly version 
made of recycled plastic. Standard rectangular shape, it is 
equipped with a removable cap and hook at the end to apply 
straps and accessories.

6,1 × 2,8 × 0,8 cm  
Carton
3,2 × 2,0 + 3,2 × 2,0 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Cardboard USB_0019

In this USB stick the memory chip is inserted in a corrugated 
cardboard with a thickness of just over half a centimetre. 
The material is the same as that usually used for packaging 
and consists of several surfaces of flat paper alternating with 
corrugated paper, linked together by natural adhesives. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Twister Rubby ECO USB_1111

5,8 × 2,0 × 1,0 cm
Recycled plastic + Metal  
2,4 × 1,3 cm + 2,4 × 1,3 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving, 
Epoxy Doming, CMYK Printing

Ultra slim smooth USB flash-drive. Given its shape of a credit 
card, it is extremely practical to carry around. It is made of 
recycled plastic and equipped with a connector that comes out 
from the side, which can be removed to facilitate use.

Color Card Round ECO USB_4016

Ø4,3 × 0,2 cm  
Recycled plastic
Ø4,3 cm + Ø 4,3 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, UV Printing

Made of recycled plastic, round USB flash-drive that is ultra 
slim and small as a result of the latest generation COB chip. 
It is equipped with a connector that comes out from the side, 
and can be removed from the rest of the body to facilitate use. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

8,3 × 5,2 × 0,2 cm  
Recycled plastic
8,3 × 5,2 cm + 8,3 × 5,2 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Color Card ECO USB_4015

Ultra slim smooth plastic USB flash-drive. Given its shape 
of a credit card, it is extremely practical to carry around. 
It is made of made of recycled plastic and equipped with a 
connector that comes out from the side, which can be removed 
to facilitate use.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Color Card Small ECO USB_4017

6,0 × 3,0 × 0,2 cm
Recycled plastic   
6,0 × 3,0 cm + 6,0 × 3,0 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, UV Printing

Ultra slim smooth USB flash-drive. Given its shape of a credit 
card, it is extremely practical to carry around. It is made of 
recycled plastic and equipped with a connector that comes out 
from the side, which can be removed to facilitate use.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Paper Drive USB_6095

6,0 × 2,8 × 0,9 cm   
Carton
3,2 × 2,0 cm + 3,2 × 2,0 cm 
Silk-screen Printing

Standard size, square profile USB flash-drive made from 
recycled cardboard. The ecological style and essential 
lines make it the ideal gadget to promote environmental 
sustainability or paper industry products. It can be 
customised on both sides with silk-screen printing.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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Duo USB_0004

Size: 4,6 × 1,8 × 1,0 cm   
Maple, Bamboo, Walnut + Plastic
2,2 × 1,2 cm + 2,2 × 1,2 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving

USB flash-drive with wooden body and silver colored satin 
finish metal-look plastic cap. The body is available in walnut, 
maple and bamboo and it can be customised on both sides 
using silk-screen printing or in relief.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Limb USB_6104

6,1 × 2,3 × 1,0 cm   
Maple, Bamboo, Walnut
3,3 × 1,3 cm + 3,3 × 1,3 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Embossing

USB flash-drive that combines technology with the warm 
characteristics of wood. It has a standard oval shape and is 
equipped with a magnetic closing cap. It is available in three 
models: Bamboo, Walnut and Maple. It can be customised on 
both sides with silk-screen printing or resin relief.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Twister Wood USB_6106

5,8 × 2,0 × 1,0 cm   
Maple, Bamboo, Walnut + Metal
2,4 × 1,3 cm + 2,4 × 1,3 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving, 
Epoxy Doming, CMYK Printing

The all-time favorite model comes also in an ecologic version: 
try this wooden model available in three materials maple, 
walnut and Bamboo.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Razor Wood USB_6102

3,7 × 1,7 × 0,5 cm  
Maple, Bamboo, Walnut + Plastic
2,6 × 1,2 cm + 2,6 × 1,0 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Embossing

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Tock USB_6100

6,0 × 1,8 × 0,9 cm 
Maple, Bamboo, Walnut
3,8 × 1,4 cm + 3,8 × 1,4 cm
Silk-screen Printing, Embossing

Wooden USB flash-drive available in three models: Bamboo, 
Walnut and Maple. It has a standard square shape and is 
equipped with a removable cap with a magnetic closing 
system. Its essential design gives the flash-drive a minimalist 
style, which is however softened by the wood.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Twister Reloaded USB_0018

6,0 × 1,8 × 1,0 cm  
Recycled plastic
2,4 × 1,3 + 2,4 × 1,3 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

The most popular USB stick ever in an eco-friendly version 
made of recycled plastic. This material has a hazel colour 
with a particular mélange effect. In addition to the aesthetic 
result, the strength of this key is that it allows you to give new 
life to recycled plastic, fully adopting the ecological spirit.

Wooden USB flash-drive with a rectangular shape and 
extremely compact in size, available in three types of material: 
Bamboo, Walnut and Maple. Inspired by the rotating motion of 
traditional razors, it features a swivel-opening mechanism to 
expose the connector, making it extremely practical to use.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Hoop USB_0022

4,2 × 3,0 cm  
Recycled plastic
Ø 2,8 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, UV Printing

USB flash drive in recycled plastic, extremely practical to 
carry around thanks to its clip and its small size. Recycled 
plastic can change colour depending on the mix used. This 
should not be considered a defect, but a unique characteristic 
of the product.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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Energy 
& Reload

No more low battery blues!

Accessories for smartphones, 
app-controlled Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth devices, USB 
cables and gadgets for free 
time and the office: in this 
section you can discover a 
wide variety of promotional 
gadgets to suit all budgets 
and occasions. Find out the 
best ways to showcase your 
logo!
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17.600 - 20.800 - 24.000 mAh
15,8 × 7,7 × 2,2 cm  
Metal
15,4 × 5,3 cm
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving

Lot PB062

This housing is available in glazed silver, glazed gold and 
black versions, and can be customised on both sides using 
serigraphy printing or laser engraving. On one of the short 
sides, you will find the 2A USB ports, the on/off button, and 
the LED indicators that show the status of the battery charge.

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Sharp PB012

4.000 mAh
11,0 × 6,8 × 1,0 cm
Metal   
10,5 × 5,6 + 10,5 × 5,6 cm
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving

Flat rectangular metal Power Bank. It features a very 
extensive metal surface, which is ideal for customisation 
because it can accommodate even large-size printed logos or 
graphics. Power Sharp can be customised on both sides using 
silk-screen printing or laser engraving.

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Chunk PB013

8.000 mAh
11,3 × 7,2 × 1,6 cm  
Metal 
10,8 × 5,6 + 10,8 × 5,6 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving

Polished metal rectangular medium-sized Power Bank. The 
surface is embellished by a light satin finish that lends it 
an elegant and sophisticated style. Power Chunk boasts an 
outstanding charge capacity of 8000 mAh. 

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

PB063

4.000 mAh
11,5 × 6,7 × 0,9 cm
Plastic 
11,4 × 6,6 + 11,4 × 6,6 cm  
Silk-screen Printing, UV Printing

Ticket 3 in 1
Power Bank with a plastic frame and triple Type C, Lightning 
and Micro USB connector. It is ultra-thin and is perfect as an 
emergency charger to keep in your pocket or bag. In order to 
connect it to your phone, you do not need cables because the 
Type C and Lightning connectors, located in the frame.

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

5W
5 × 0,7 cm - Cable 100 cm
Plastic 
3,8 × 3,8 cm  
Silk-screen Printing

Bond WC017

USB cable to charge your smartphone without the need to 
plug it in. Simply place it on the surface of the device. It has a 
output of 5W, micro USB connector and comes supplied with 
two accessory adapters Type-C and IOS. It can be connected 
to another device while the mobile phone is charging.

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR
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QI technology and wireless charging: 
what they are and how they work

What is the difference between the various charging systems?

What is Qi technology?
Qi is the name of the universal standard that the 
Wireless Power Consortium, the reference body of 
the sector, has assigned to the charging system that 
exploits the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction.

Why wireless?
Since the induction allows the passage of energy from 
one device to another through simple contact, the 
products that are equipped with it are called wireless, 
as they don’t need any of the classic USB cables.

Power Bank
A power bank is a genuine external 
battery that recharges your 
smartphone via a USB cable. It only 
works if it has in turn been previously 
charged via USB cable connected to a 
PC or a wall power socket.

Wireless Charger
Unlike the Power Bank, the charger 
does not have a battery inside it but 
rather a metal coil that allows energy 
to flow from one device to the other via 
induction (and so wireless). 

All you need is for the phone to be 
placed on top of the charger. However, 
for it to work, the wireless charger 
needs to have a power source at hand, 
which could either be a PC or a power 
socket.

Induction Power Bank 

An Induction Power Bank is a wireless 
Power Bank that combines the 
advantage of recharging your phone 
on-the-go with the convenience of a 
total absence of cables. 

The body contains both a battery and 
a coil which conveys energy to the 
smartphone wirelessly. This means 
that once it has been recharged, the 
wireless Power Bank does not need to 
be connected to a power source.

10W - 15W
Ø 9,8 × 0,6 cm
Plastic   
Ø 8,0 cm
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

5W - 7,5/10W
Ø 7,6 × 0,9 cm
Plastic  
Ø 7,3 cm
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing, LED Logo

Slim

Stratum

WC013

WC008

Battery charger equipped with wireless technology. It is 
possible to charge the smartphone without connecting it via 
cable, but simply by placing it on the surface of the device. It 
uses the Qi standard and works through magnetic induction. 
The round plastic disc is only 5mm wide.

Battery charger equipped with wireless technology. It is 
possible to charge the smartphone without connecting it via 
cable, but simply by placing it on the surface of the device. It 
uses the Qi standard and works through magnetic induction.

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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15W
Ø 5,7 × 0,6 cm
Plastic   
Ø 4,0 cm 
Laser Engraving

15W
6,0 × 6,0 × 1,0 cm   
Plastic
5,8 × 5,8 cm
CMYK Printing, LED Logo, Silk-screen Printing

Stud

Pocket

WC909

WC016

Battery charger with wireless technology allowing you to 
charge your smartphone without connecting it via cable. It 
works via magnetic induction, with a power output of 15W. 
Stud is equipped with a USB Type-C port and is available in 
white plastic. 

Battery charger with wireless technology that allows you 
to charge your smartphone without connecting it by cable. 
Simply place it on the surface of the device. It features a 
magnet to hold the phone securely while charging and is 
compatible with iPhone 12. Alternatively, you can use the 

sticker provided that is covered with small suction cups that 
allow it to be attached to the smartphone for charging, so that 
the two devices remain close together to guarantee power 
transmission via induction. 

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR

Check out the product in ARCAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

5W
Ø 10,0 × 1,3 cm
Plastic 
Ø 9,6 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK printing, LED printing

Shuttle WC002

A battery charger with wireless technology, meaning you 
can recharge your smartphone simply by placing it on 
the surface of the device without having to connect it via a 
cable. This model also features four additional USB ports to 
charge several devices simultaneously. The entire surface of 

the plastic disc can be customised with graphics and logos 
using silk screen-printing, CMYK printing and LED printing, 
a technique that creates layers of colour with a relief effect 
combined with the back-lit LED light.

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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This unconventional technique 
works by using the color to 
delimit void and filled areas, in 
order to let the light pass through 
and lighten up only chosen 
sections of the surface, creating 
an original contrast effect 
that enhances the logo like no 

other printing technique. Some 
products of our catalogue allow 
also to create layers of color 
with higher or lower density: 
this makes the graphics even 
more elaborate and sophisticated, 
emphasized by the kaleidoscopic 
light contrast. 

What is LED Logo?
The LED Logo printing is a terrific and creative 
way of personalizing your promotional products, 
it makes the logo or the applied graphics stand 
out dramatically thanks to the LED backlight that 
lights up when the device is in use. 

5W - 7,5/10W
24 × 19,5 × 0,6 cm 
Plastic
23,5 × 19 cm
CMYK Printing, Embossing

Pad WC012

The Wireless Pad is a mouse pad that also act as a 
5W/7,5W/10W wireless smartphone or mouse Bluetooth 
charger equipped with induction technology. The base of the 
pad is made of anti-slip rigid plastic, while the top surface is 
covered in eco-leather.

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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2.000 - 3.000 - 4.000 - 5.000 mAh
5W
Ø 10,0 cm   

Plastic
9,6 × 9,6 cm
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing, LED Logo

5W
11,9 × 7,0 × 3,4 cm
Plastic  
10,4 × 5,4 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing, LED Logo

Nova induction

Paquito

PB048

ED003

Power Bank with plastic shell and round base, equipped with 
wireless technology. The battery is available in four capacities 
from 2.000 mAh to 5.000 mAh. The whole surface of the 
plastic disc is customizable with logos and graphics printed 
using silk-screen printing, CMYK printing and LED Logo.

Digital alarm clock that also works as a 5W wireless charger 
for smartphones compatible with wireless charging. The 
whole upper surface can be customised by means of LED 
printing, a technique that allows you to create layers of colour 
with a relief effect combined with the backlit LED light.

CAPACITY
OUTPUT
SIZE 

MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

OUTPUT
SIZE
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

BODY LIGHT 
5W
Ø 7,5 × 1,1 cm 
Plastic
Ø 5,0 cm 
CMYK Printing, LED Logo, Silk-screen Printing

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Ray LED WC009

Small round wireless charger, thin and only 7,5 cm in 
diameter. It has a black rubberised finish and is equipped 
with an internal LED that enhances the display of the logo 
or graphic of your choice. The LED printing is a technique 
that enhances the logo or graphics applied, thanks to the 

backlight that illuminates when the charger is in operation 
or is connected to an energy source. As with other wireless 
chargers, this model (5W power and 1A input), equipped with 
QI technology, is only compatible with smartphones that 
support induction charging.
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Audio
How to make yourself heard.

For an original promotional 
gift, check out our audio 
line: Bluetooth speakers, 
headphones and earbuds, 
also available in a wireless 
version using TWS 
technology. Every model 
can be customized with the 
company logo or your choice 
of graphics. Discover a wide 
range of solutions!
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4,7 × 5,9 × 2,5 cm 
Plastic
2,5 × 2,0 cm + 2,5 × 2,0 cm
Silk-screen Printing, UV Printing

Pair Pod EP007

Thanks to the integrated microphone, you can make phone 
calls without the need for inconvenient cables. 5.0 Bluetooth 
guarantees a range of 10 metres. The headphones have 55mAh 
batteries and offer approximately 2 hours of independent 
listening. To charge them, just place them into their case.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

1,5 cm × 1,8 cm
Shiny plastic   
Ø 1,0 cm + Ø 1,0 cm
Pad Printing

Dot EP001

Soft silicone earphones available in three different sizes 
to guarantee maximum adaptability to the ear during use. 
The external parts of the earphones have a round slightly 
bulging surface, are available in eight color variants and are 
customisable with the printed company logo.

Ø 6,0 × 3,0 cm   
Plastic
1,0 × 1,0 cm (×2) + 4,0 × 4,0 cm
Silk-Screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Moon EP014

Wireless Bluetooth earphones equipped with True Wireless 
Stereo technology and a 3 hour battery life. The casing, 
circular in size and available in black, white and Pantone, also 
works as a charging base and comes with a 360 mAh battery. 
In addition, the Moon earphones come with packaging that 

features a silicone strap making it easy to carry around. It can 
be customized on two sides of the case, approximately 6 x 3 
cm wide, and on the external surfaces of the earphones with 
logos and graphics. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR
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Cable lenght 117 cm   
Recycled ABS/TPE
5,5 × 2,6 cm (Label tag)
Laser engraving, Label tag

Echoes EP902

Earphones with 3.5mm jack, made from recycled ABS/TPE 
material. This material, derived from reusing ABS scrap, gives 
the product excellent strength as well as resistance to potential 
scratches. 
The Echoes are available in white and can be customised 

with logos and graphics directly on the product, using laser 
engraving and with a label tag affixed to the audio cord.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

7,5 × 4,5 × 3,0 cm  
Plastic
1,7 × 1,1 cm
Silk-screen Printing, Tag Logo

Join TWS EP011

Wireless Bluetooth earphones fitted with True Wireless Stereo 
technology. They come with a case which features a magnetic 
induction charging station. The 70 mAh battery of the 
charging station guarantees up to 5 hours of non-stop phone 
calls and music.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR

1,8 cm + 1,8 cm 
Plastic  
Ø 1,5 cm + Ø 1,5 cm + 3,5 × 1,2 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

1,8 cm + 1,8 cm
Plastic    
Ø 1,5 cm + Ø 1,5 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Gemini Bluetooth TwinsEP005 EP004

In-ear headphones equipped with Bluetooth 4.0 technology 
with a range of 10 meters. The two headphones are connected 
by a cable which houses a microphone, a Micro-USB port for 
charging and controls that allow you to adjust the volume, 
answer calls and control multimedia playback. 

In-ear headphones with soft silicone rubber tops, available in 
three different sizes to ensure maximum adaptability to the 
ear during use. The external parts of the headphones have 
a large, round and flat surface that is customizable with the 
company logo.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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MAIN SPEAKER DEVICESECONDARY SPEAKER

First of all, you will need two TWS 
speakers or audio devices enabled for 
the pairing. 

To simplify the explanation, let’s call 
one of the devices the “main speaker”, 
and the other the “secondary speaker”.

1. Turn on first the main and then the 
secondary speaker.

2. Now pair them by double-clicking 
or long pressing - depending on the 
product instructions - the power button 
of the main speaker. 

3. Now that the two devices are paired, 
activate the Bluetooth settings on your 
smartphone, search and connect only to 
the main speaker, and… you are done!

Now you can enjoy your favorite 
playlist in stereo sound or make hands-
free phone calls!

TWS technology: the latest 
innovation in Bluetooth audio devices

The term TWS or True Wireless Stereo 
refers to a technology which allows you 
to pair two audio devices via Bluetooth, 
meaning that you can transmit the L 
channel (left) and the channel R (right) 
separately. 

You can certainly imagine the 
advantage of such technology applied 
to earphones and speakers: due to the 
clear distribution of sound the true 
wireless stereos provide immersive and 
engaging audio experience! 

TWS devices come with no wires 
attached, and this feature copes 
perfectly with the ultimate trend of the 
tech-friendly user: getting rid of cables 
to favor the most comfortable Bluetooth 
and wireless technology. 

With the cable clutter gone, your 
living spaces look neat and orderly, 
which also implies greater freedom of 
movement and more interaction with 
your surrounding environment.

Most TWS devices come with a remote 
control or mobile app for the Bluetooth 
connectivity, which allows you to 
forward, skip, or replay the tracks you 
want, or manage phone calls using both 
the smartphone and the device.

How does the TWS Bluetooth pairing work?  

5,7 × 2,4 × 5,5 cm   
Plastic
2,5 × 2,5 cm
Silk-Screen Printing, UV Printing

Ellipse EP013

Wireless Bluetooth Earphones with True Wireless Stereo 
5.0 technology and a case fitted with a magnetic induction 
charging base. The microphones are Noise Cancelling, that 
is they have a sound reduction feature which can reduce 
background noises. They are easy and fast to use: the two 

earphones are automatically paired once they are removed 
from the case. The case has a 400-mAh battery and four 
luminous indicators to indicate the battery level. Each 
earphone has a 45-mAh battery and 4-5-hour conversation or 
music autonomy. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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17,0 × 15,0 × 6,2 cm   
Plastic
2,0 × 2,0 cm + 4,0 × 2,0 cm 
Pad Printing

Talky HP008

Headphones for computers and laptops with a jack cable and 
an external microphone with a flexible pole and adjustable 
position. These headphones are the ideal work tool for taking 
part in video calls, webinars or online training courses. 
They feature padded earphone pads covered in eco-leather, 

an adjustable headband and an external microphone 
with a flexible arm. They are to be connected to the PC or 
smartphone via a 1.5 m audio cable and a 3.5 mm jack. 
The headphones have a 108dB speaker and a 38dB 
microphone with sound cancellation.  

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR18,0 × 13,0 cm   
Plastic
Ø 4,0 cm + Ø 4,0 cm
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

18,0 × 13,0 cm   
Plastic
Ø 4,0 cm + Ø 4,0 cm
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing, LED logo

Twist Twist BluetoothHP006 HP005

Foldable headphones for smartphones, tablets, TV, stereo or 
any other device equipped with a 3.5 mm jack. The main 
feature of the headphones is how light they are and the fact 
that you can fold and rotate the headphones to make them 
more compact when storing. 

The wireless 5.0 Bluetooth smartphone headphones are 
perfect for travelling thanks to their size and the chance to 
fold and rotate the headphones to make them more compact 
when storing. The headband is adjustable and is covered in 
soft silicone on the metal part. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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3W
9,5 × 4,5 × 14,5 cm
Plastic
Ø 9,0 cm
Silk-screen Printing, UV printing

Hydro SP025

3W Bluetooth speaker in water resistant ABS with an IPX-
4 degree of protection, i.e. resistant to water splashes. The 
5.0 Bluetooth version ensures a 10 meter range and has an 
integrated battery that is rechargeable via micro USB cable. 

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AROUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

15,8 × 14,0 × 4,7 cm
Plastic     
2,0 × 1,0 cm
Pad Printing

Chatty HP907

Headphones for computers and laptops with a jack cable and 
an external microphone with a flexible pole and adjustable 
position. These headphones are the ideal work tool for taking 
part in video calls, webinars or online training courses. They 
are light and easy to wear for several hours, also thanks 

to the sponge padding on the earphones. The headphones 
have a 100dB speaker and a 38dB microphone with sound 
cancellation. The volume control is located on the 1.5 metre 
cable, its surface is customisable with a two-colour pad 
printing.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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3W
6,0 × 6,0 × 6,0 cm
Plastic  
5,7 × 5,7 cm
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Wonder SP021

3W Bluetooth speaker in a cube shape, made from plastic but 
also available with a metallic finish. The main characteristic 
of this speaker is its truly powerful and defined sound.
This product is available in a single version or in a double 
pack for use as a pair, thanks to the Bluetooth pairing function 

in stereo mode. 4.0 Bluetooth guarantees a range of 10 metres, 
and the integrated battery – which can be recharged using a 
USB cable – guarantees 3 hours of continuous listening. The 
upper surface can be customised with logos and graphics 
using tampography and four color printing.

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

2W
Ø 3,8 × 3,3 cm
Plastic
1,5 × 1,5 cm (×2)
UV printing

Cask SP025

2W ABS Bluetooth speaker, in great demand thanks to its size: 
roughly 3 x 3 cm, it is the smallest speaker in the catalogue, 
pocket-sized and very comfortable for carrying around. 
Despite its size, however, it has a battery life ranging from 
3-6 hours and a 10 metre range. Cask is available in white and 

thanks to its cover it is also water resistant. The speaker can 
be customized on both sides. 

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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Smart 
gadgets

Find out the best ways to showcase your logo!

Accessories for smartphones, 
app-controlled Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth devices, USB 
cables and gadgets for free 
time and the office: in this 
section you can discover a 
wide variety of promotional 
gadgets to suit all budgets 
and occasions.
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27,0 × 44,0 × 11,0 cm    
Polyester
10,0 × 10,0 cm 
Laser Engraving

Rain 34162

This black backpack, in waterproof material, comes with 
adjustable straps. It features a rolltop opening with an 
adjustable lobster clasp closure. It features an internal mesh 
pocket with a zip, a large external front pocket with a waxed 
zip and an anti-theft compartment for the PC on the back. 
It is perfect for both work and leisure: its size is in fact 27 x 
44 x 11 cm (closed) and it has a roughly 16 litre capacity. Ideal 
for laptops, but also excellent for travelling. The front of the 
backpack can be customized with your company logo or 
graphics. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR
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16,5 cm
Plastic   
2,3 × 1,5 cm (×2)
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Cable lenght 120 cm
Plastic + Metal   
1,3 × 0,5 + 3,2 × 1,0 cm
Laser engraving

Medusa TwinkleCB017 CB018

Multiple ABS connector, roughly 16 cm, equipped with four 
different types of cables: USB A, Type-C, Micro USB and 
Lighting, all with charging function for smartphones and 
other devices. The ABS surface is customizableon both sides, 
with company logos or graphics.

Twinkle is a 120cm multi charger cable with multiple micro 
USB, Lightning and Type-C connectors with a 2A rating, 
suitable for charging smartphones and other devices.
While charging, the cable shows a blinking LED light, and is 
available in red, blue and green.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Collar Trio CB009

92,5 cm
Plastic  
86 × 2 cm 
Hot Printing, Silk-screen Printing

The connectors are accommodated within a white plastic 
housing, which can be customised using serigraphy printing 
and equipped with a hook for the badge, which makes this 
accessory the perfect gadget for events and exhibitions. The 
fabric loop can be customised with a company logo.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Hub ED001

7,0 × 3,3 × 1,0 cm 
Plastic  
7,0 × 3,3 cm
Silk-screen Printing, UV Printing

A USB hub allows you to multiply the number of USB 
ports available on a PC or Mac. Despite its very compact 
dimensions, this product provides 4 additional USB ports. It 
connects to the device via a standard USB connector and is 
compatible with all operating systems. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Clap CB005 Bunch CB008

Thanks to the double Type C connector and the Lightning and 
Micro 2 in 1 connector, this multi-cable allows you to connect 
various devices, up to 6 combinations. When they are not in 
use, the outer connectors remain securely fastened with a 
magnet, so that the cable can be attached to ties or keyrings.

USB cable with triple Micro, Lightning and Type C connector, 
suitable for both data transfer and for charging devices up to 
2A. When the cable is not in use, the two ends remain firmly 
joined together by a magnet, and thanks to the metal loop this 
accessory can also turn into a practical keyring. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

12,9 cm
Plastic   
4,6 × 0,4 + 1,4 × 0,7 + 0,9 × 0,7 cm
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

12,9 cm    
Plastic
4,64 × 1,47 + 4,64 × 1,47 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing
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120 cm  
Plastic + Metal
1,5 × 0,4 + 22 × 8 cm
Laser Engraving

Braided CB011

A 120 cm USB cable with a multiple micro-USB connector, 
Lightning and Type C, with 2A capacity and useful for 
charging smartphones and other devices. The cables are 
covered by a twisted nylon fibre fabric available in black, red 
and gold. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

100 cm 
Plastic + fabric 
1,1 × 0,5 cm (×4)
Laser Engraving

Cord CB016

Coloured cables with fast charging and data transfer function. 
With a range of 3A, they are 1 metre long and are available in 
two variants, Type-C and Type-C to IOS. The cables are made 
of alloy, ABS and fabric and are available in black, white, red, 
blue and green. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR 4,2 × 4,2 cm - Cable 124 cm
Plastic    
4,64 × 1,47 + 4,64 × 1,47 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing, LED Logo

Triplet CB015

USB cable with LED logo 124 cm with multiple micro-USB, 
Lightning and Type-C connectors, with 2A capacity and 
designed for charging smartphones or other devices. 
The cables and cords are made of ABS, and are robust and 
break-resistant. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR

Ø 4,6 cm, cable lenght 120 cm
Plastic   
Ø 4,6 cm
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Yoyo CB014

USB cable with a foldaway retractable mechanism; this USB 
can both charge and transfer data. On the one end, there's a 
standard USB connector; on the other, there's a 3in1 connector 
which includes port for Type C and double port micro and 
Lightning. Two cables are folded in the round body.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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6,4 × 4,6 × 3,4 cm 
Plastic 
3,8 × 3,8 cm (x2) 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing, LED Logo

Boost TA008

Adapter with EU power socket to charge devices via USB 
and Type-C cable with a 20W range. The Boost ABS body 
is square-shaped, and there are grooves running all the way 
around the side profiles, as well as offering the option of a 
LED logo. 

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARSIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

7,9 × 11,0 × 6,5 cm
Plastic    
3,5 × 6,5 + 3,5 × 6,5 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Energy Tower TA007

Charging station with 5 USB ports to simultaneously charge 
multiple devices thanks to its 20 WATT power and a total 
output of 4A. Each port has a 4 Watt power and a 5V output. 
The feed cable is 150cm long, enabling you to position the USB 
hub in the most convenient position, even if very far from the 

wall cable. It is available in white and customisable on both 
sides with silk-screen and CMYK printing logos.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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6,1 × 4,5 × 5,6 cm
Plastic   
6,0 × 3,1 cm
Silk-screen Printing

10,1 × 4,2 × 2,7 cm
Plastic  
5,5 × 3,5 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Globe Trotter

Multiplug

TA001

TA006

The Globe Trotter adaptor is cube-shaped, small and light. 
The prongs are all inside the shell of the adaptor and can be 
selected by using a pressure-scroll button. A luminous LED 
lights up when the adaptor is plugged in and in use. It also 
includes two USB ports to charge devices. 

Wall charger with a 240 V 8A European plug. It has 3 USB 
entry ports, two of which are 4.8A and one is designed for 
quick charge (Quick Charge 3.0). Multiplug is compatible with 
all devices equipped with a USB port, such as smartphones, 
laptops, digital cameras, Power Banks, etc.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

8,0 × 5,0 × 4,0 cm 
Plastic 
1,5 × 1,0 + 2,3 × 1,5 cm
Digital Printing

Travel Pack TA902

A four-in-one universal travel adaptor that contains the 
European, English, Australian and American plugs and a USB 
port to charge devices. The Travel Pack adaptor is a single 
product made up of different parts that slot into one another 
and can be pulled out based on need.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

9,0 × 5,8 × 1,3 cm
Plastic
6,0 × 4,5 cm
UV printing, Silk-screen Printing

Action Box GD048

A set of essential 6 in 1 accessories enclosed in a box that 
integrates all the most used cable connectors worldwide.
Available in black and customizable with UV printing. 
It is equipped with a lever on the back that enables to 
transform it into a comfortable smartphone holder. 

The adapter kit includes: 
- Type –A to Type-C - Type- A to Micro USB
- Type-A to Lightning - Type-C to Type-C
- Type-C to Lightning - Type-C to Micro USB

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARSIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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7,6 × 5,5 × 9,1 cm
Plastic   
4,5 × 6,5 cm (x2) 
Digital Printing

Nebula ED904

Nebula is a liquid disinfecting diffuser that comes on thanks to 
a sensor when you place your hands near the dispenser. Once 
filled with disinfectant (we recommend using 75% alcohol-
based products), Nebula is ready for use: bring your hand 
a couple of centimetres away from the body; the dispenser 

on the surface nebulises the liquid with a powerful, well-
distributed release, which quickly covers the entire surface 
of your hands which, in turn a few seconds later, will be 
fully disinfected. No contact is necessary, and this prevents 
contamination with non-sterile surfaces. 

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARSIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Ø 3,3 cm 
Plastic + Metal  
Ø 2,3 cm 
Pad Printing 1 color, 
Laser Engraving on magnet

3,0 × 3,0 | 5,0 × 3,5 cm
Plastic + fabric   
3,0 × 3,0 | 5,0 × 3,5 cm  
CMYK printing, UV printing

Magneto Round

Swipe

GD006

GD023

Magneto Round is a magnetic car phone holder compatible 
with all smartphones. It works by applying the metal adhesive 
plate to the back of the phone or to the cover. The magnet 
holds it firmly in place on the round base support.

Microfibre cloth with an adhesive base to stick to the back 
of your smartphone when you need to free your screen of 
dust and fingerprints. It can be used multiple times because 
the sticker has been designed to be stuck on and taken off 
repeatedly without losing is adhesiveness.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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10,5 × 9,6 × 5,0 cm    
Plastic
9 × 5 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

5 W, 7.5/10 W FAST
10,5 × 9,6 × 5,0 cm    
Plastic
9 × 5 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing, LED Logo

Gravity Holder Wireless Gravity HolderGD024 WC014

This is a smartphone support for cars which connects to the 
air vents and enables you to interact with your smartphone 
without interfering with your driving. A ball pin allows you to 
angle your phone safely in any direction.  

It is a smartphone support for cars equipped with wireless 
charging technology. Phones that are compatible with the 
wireless charger can be charged while driving while the 
phone is attached to the support.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

11,5 × 3,2 × 0,8 cm 
Plastic  
1,5 × 5,5 + 1,5 × 5,5 cm
Silk-screen Printing

9,5 × 6,5 × 0,8 cm
Metal   
9 × 5,5 cm  
Laser engraving

Stand-Up CaddyGD011 GD016

Stand-Up Phone is a desktop stand for smartphones and 
tablets to keep your devices in a vertical or horizontal position 
for a practical view of the screen. When not in use, the stand 
can be folded up into a compact and slimline gadget which is 
ideal for travelling.

Cardholder, up to six cards, with RFID lock that ensures 
electronic card data theft and completely isolates the cards 
from any magnetic sources. The lever/latch mechanism 
quickly releases the cards from the holder, displaying them in 
a way which is easy to recognize and extract them.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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8,0 × 6,0 × 1,0 cm 
Alluminium  
4,0 × 2,5 + 5,0 × 2,0 cm
Laser engraving

Raise GD053

Raise is an aluminium stand that lets you raise your 
smartphone to be positioned at eye-level for ergonomic use.
Its articulated arm allows for viewing height adjustment, and 
the smartphone's suspended position makes for improved 
ventilation and heat dissipation during use.

The 8x6x1cm size means it is easy to carry around, and its 
aluminium material makes it a stable accessory that can 
support all kinds of smartphones.
Raise features a printing area that can be customised with 
logos and graphics using laser engraving.

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARSIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

11,0 × 4,7 × 2,9 cm   
Plastic 
2,5 × 1,4 cm
Silk-screen Printing

Spotless GD054

Spotless is a multifunctional kit for cleaning your devices.
It contains various tools within a compact and lightweight 
design. 
It can be used in many ways, such as removing dust from 
keyboards, headphones, headset charging cases and more, 

without damaging product components and peripherals.
The product can be customised using screen printing.

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARSIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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1,6 × 1,0 × 0,1 cm
Pastic 
1,6 × 1,0 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

10,2 × 5,8 × 1,4 cm
Plastic   
10,2 × 5,8 cm
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK printing

Hide

Click

GD012

MO001

Plastic adhesive cover with sliding opening and closing 
system to be attached over the webcam of computer, tablet 
or smartphone with the purpose of preventing any virus or 
hacker from using the device’s video camera. The slide lock 
allows you to cover the video camera when it’s not in use.

Cordless mouse with wireless receiver to connect to the USB 
port of a PC. Its rectangular and completely flat surface 
provides a wide printing area that can be personalized with 
company logo or graphics via silk-screen printing or CMYK 
printing.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

7,0 × 5,0 × 4,4 cm 
Plastic
3,6 × 1,4 cm + 4,4 × 1,4 cm
Silk-Screen Printing, UV Printing

Wally ED005

Plug&Play webcam with an integrated microphone, full 
HD lenses and a universal clip to connect it to the computer 
or other surfaces. Once connected to the PC, the webcam is 
immediately recognised as a peripheral device and is ready 
to make videocalls, take jpg photos or make video recordings 
in avi formatting. It is fitted with a 120cm cable and a 2.0 USB 
connector. The resolution is 1920x1080 pixel. With a frequency 
of 30 frames per second, the quality of the video is excellent, 
the images are clear, and the colour contrast is balanced. 
Inclination and rotation are fully adjustable to find the perfect 
framing. The wide-angle lens also guarantees ample field 
of vision. The integrated microphone with sound reduction 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

ensures that voices come across clearly, even in the presence 
of background noises. The webcam is compatible with all 
operational systems. It is available in black and customisable 
with UV print and silk-screen printing logos.
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24,5 × 15 × 0,8 cm
Plastic   
10 × 2,4 cm
Silk-screen Printing

3,1 × 1,5 × 0,7 cm
Plastic
1,8 × 1,1 cm
Silk-screen Printing, laser engraving

QwertyMatch ED908GD047

Italian wireless keyboard for use with a tablet or other 
Bluetooth-enabled device with a range of 10 metres. Qwerty 
runs on a lithium battery and has a LED to indicate its status. 
It takes 2 hours to fully recharge from flat. It has a frequency 
of 2.4GHz, made of ABS material and is available in white.

Type-C adapter in version 3.0. The ABS shell available 
in black. This model can be customized with silk-screen 
printing or laser engraving.  

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARSIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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12 × 3,0 × 0,5 cm 
Plastic   
8,0 × 2,5 cm
Silk-screen Printing, UV printing

Mirror GD052

Mirror is a magnetic, customisable computer accessory that 
keeps your smartphone at the same level as your monitor, 
making the device more convenient to use and increasing 
your productivity. The stand has an adhesive side to secure 
it to the monitor and a magnetic side to securely attach the 

smartphone for a multiscreen experience.
Mirror is available in two colours – black and white – and 
features a print area on one side which can be customised 
using silk-screen printing and UV printing techniques.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Ø 7,6 × 2,8 cm  
Plastic
3,2 × 1,2 + 5,0 × 1,2 cm
Silk-screen Printing, UV printing

Gear ED010

Gear is a digital timer that can be used both as a stopwatch 
and countdown timer. Its compact design and magnetic insert 
on the back make it a convenient and easy accessory to carry 
with you while exercising, preparing a recipe, working out at 
the gym, and more.

It is available in black and can be customised with graphics 
and logos on two print areas on the front side using screen 
printing and UV printing techniques.

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARSIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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10,6 × 6,5 × 0,3 cm 
Plastic  
2,6 × 3,0 cm 
CMYK Printing

Origami Origami Phone GD035

Origami is a foldable stand for holding the base of laptops, or 
tablets and smartphones and using them more comfortably. 
It is made of a continuous one-piece structure in fiberglass 
and PU of the thickness of cardboard, very thin but resistant. 
It is designed to adhere to the back of the device thanks to 
an adhesive, and to expand and take different shapes thanks 
to its pre-shaped folds. In this way, Origami creates bases of 
different heights for both vertical (portrait) and horizontal 
(landscape) screen modes. Once closed, it adheres completely 
to the base of the device thanks to magnets that prevent it 
from opening accidentally.

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

17,1 × 11,6 × 0,4 cm
Plastic   
7,5 × 5,5 cm 
CMYK Printing

22,4 × 17,0 × 0,2 cm
Plastic   
10,0 × 5,0 cm 
CMYK Printing  

Origami Tablet Origami LaptopGD036 GD037

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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Drinkware
High-tech, insulated and sports bottles

There are many reasons 
to choose a water bottle 
from the our catalogue. The 
most relevant is the huge 
variety of options to choose 
from: we have a genuinely 

comprehensive range to 
cover all price brackets, 
technological levels, material 
types, brands and technical 
performance levels.
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750 ml
23 × 7 cm 
Stainless Steel  
2,8 × 9 cm (×2)
Laser Engraving

Fresh GD042

Fresh is a digital, self-sanitising water bottle. Equipped with 
an internal sterilisation system that uses UV light to eliminate 
most viruses and bacteria. The cap has a touch-sensitive 
sensor and LED display; just tap twice to start sterilisation. 
Fresh is suitable for holding any kind of liquid: it is not 

affected by natural or artificial colourings, and chemical 
agents will not affect its food-safe, 304 stainless steel interior. 
It features a 220 mAh battery that can be recharged via a USB 
Type-C cable. It is available in white and has a silicone strap 
for easy carrying. 

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARCAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

600 ml
24,5 × 7,0 cm 
Stainless Steel     
2,5 × 10,8 cm 
Laser Engraving

Smart GD046

Smart is a digital and intelligent thermal water bottle. The cap 
is equipped with an LCD touch-screen display. 
The interior has a double stainless steel chamber, suitable 
to contain any type of liquid and has a capacity of 600 ml. 
Smart is available in black and is waterproof with an IP67 

degree of protection. It can be customised with laser-engraved 
logos.

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARCAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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500 ml
27 × 9,0 cm 
TPU
7,0 × 5,0 cm
Pad printing

Flask GD026

500ml compressible soft-touch silicone water bottle.
This water bottle can be folded up, making it easier to carry 
even when you have limited space, and its TPU material 
makes it a lightweight and durable accessory.
The Flask water bottle is available in four different colours 

– black, grey, dark blue and light blue – and it can also be 
customised with logos and graphics using pad printing. 

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

600ml
23,0 × 6,8 cm 
rPET  
All Over
Silk-screen Printing, Digital Printing

RPET Clear GD050

600ml water bottle made from rPET material. This material 
is a sustainable alternative, as its composition is 100% recycled 
PET, making it more resource-efficient than regular plastic.
This material makes for a lightweight, durable and 
transparent water bottle, while reducing the CO2 emissions of 

the production process. The product can be customised using 
digital printing, and an additional advantage is its delivery 
time: it is dispatched from our premises within 24/48 hours 
after order confirmation, and delivery takes 24 or 72 hours 
depending on the destination.

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in AR
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600 ml
20,5 × 7,6 cm
Tritan   
15,0 × 8,0 cm + 3,5 × 8,0 cm (×4) 
Pad Printing, Digital Printing

Clear GD028

A 600 ml bottle in tritan, a new generation co-polyester totally 
free of bisphenol (BPA-FREE) and therefore suitable for food 
use. This material is the best alternative to plastic because it 
doesn't have any harmful components and is 100% recyclable. 
Despite being very resistant, it's light and transparent, doesn't 

discolour and doesn't become opaque. The outside of the lid 
is aluminium-lined. It's available in transparent smoked gray 
and can be customised with pad printing up to three colours, 
digital printing. 

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

750 ml
22,5 × 7,5 cm
Stainless Steel   
15,0 × 8,0 cm + 3,5 × 8,0 cm (×4) 
Digital Printing, Laser Engraving, 
Silk-Screen Printing

Gym GD032

Stainless steel bottle with 750 ml capacity. Stainless steel is the 
most suitable material for water bottles because, by resisting 
oxidation and corrosion, it does not release any substance, 
avoids contamination and can contain any type of liquid or 
drink. This bottle is available in white and can be customised 

with the company logo in sublimation printing (which is 
equivalent to a CMYK printing), laser engraving and silk 
printing up to a maximum of two colours.

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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500 ml
21 × 6,6 cm
Aluminium  
15,0 × 8,0 cm + 3,5 × 8,0 cm (×4) 
Pad Printing, Laser Engraving

Urban GD029

500 ml BPA-free aluminium bottle, therefore free of 
potentially harmful substances and suitable for food use. 
Aluminium makes it light and therefore practical to carry 
around. On the lid there is a silicone strap to attach it to the 
backpack or bike.

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARCAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

500 ml
22,0 × 7,4 cm   
Stainless Steel
15,0 × 8,0, 3,5 × 8,0 cm (×4)
Pad Printing, Laser Engraving

Hoco GD027

Double-walled stainless steel thermal bottle with a capacity 
of 500 ml. Stainless steel is the most suitable material for 
water bottles as it is resistant to oxidation and corrosion, and 
therefore doesn't release any substance or contaminate the 
contents. Furthermore, due to its low conductive capacity, it 

can be considered a genuine thermal insulator. This feature is 
enhanced by the body of this bottle: a double layer separated 
by an air chamber, able to keep the contents hot for up to 12 
hours, and cold for up to 24 hours.

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARCAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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480 ml
20,5 × 6,7 cm 
Glass + Bamboo Lid  
3,5 × 3,5 cm  
Laser Engraving

Sandy GD045

Sandy is a water bottle made of opaque borosilicate glass, 
a heat and temperature-resistant material, with a bamboo 
cap. Available in light blue, it can hold 480 ml. Sandy can be 
personalised on the cap using laser engraving.

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARCAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

530 ml
23 × 6,7 cm   
Glass + Bamboo Lid
3,5 × 3,5 cm + 3 × 10 cm (×2) 
Laser Engraving

Glossy GD044

Glossy is a water bottle made of polished borosilicate glass, 
a heat and temperature-resistant material, with a silicone 
cover and bamboo cap. Available in black or white, it can hold 
530ml. Glossy can be personalised on 2 sides and on the cap 
using laser engraving.

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARCAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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USB Flash 
Drives

Practical, handy, useful.

Get the ideal promotional 
USB key for your business 
from our catalogue. 
Customise more than 50 

models up to 64 GB of 
capacity with company 
logos and graphics. 
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SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Flow USB_0003

5,6 × 2,1 × 1,0 cm
Rubberized plastic  
2,9 × 1,4 cm + 2,9 × 1,4 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

USB flash-drive in rubberised look plastic, rectangular shaped 
with an asymmetrical side with a diagonal profile. This 
model stands out from more classic USB flash-drives for its 
retractable body which allows the chip to be housed inside 
and to come out for use without the need for a cap.

1,9 × 23,5 × 0,9 cm
Silicon   
0,9 × 15 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Embossing

Bangle USB_0005

This USB flash-drive comes in the original shape of a soft 
rubber bracelet. The connector is hidden in the magnetic 
clasp, a feature which teams the USB memory with the 
distinguishing trait of being an accessory you can wear.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Bullet USB_0007

3,9 × 1,2 × 0,5 cm   
Metal
2,6 × 1,0 cm + 2,6 × 1,0 cm
Laser Engraving, Black Laser

USB flash-drive in matt finish metal, available in gold or silver 
color. The memory chip is housed inside the body at one end, 
whereas at the other end there is a large functional round hole 
for threading lanyards and accessories. This flash-drive has 
an extremely compact size, with a striking yet essential style.

Skim USB_0002

5,4 × 1,9 × 0,3 cm
Rubberized plastic  
3,0 × 1,6 cm
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Ultra-slim USB flash-drive in rubberised look plastic, 
rectangular shaped and compact size. The distinguishing 
features of this model are its retractable mechanism, which 
allows the chip to be housed in the body without the need for 
a cap, along with latest-generation Chip on Board technology.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

5,8 × 3,1 cm
Metal   
3,0 × 2,0 cm + 4,7 × 2,0 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving

Private Key USB_0006

Metal USB flash-drive similar to a traditional door key and 
distinguished by a trapezium-shaped end. This model is 
available in four finishes: gold, silver, copper and gun-barrel. 
The surface can be customised on both sides using silk-screen 
printing or laser engraving

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Tie USB_0009

7,7 × 2,0 × 0,5 cm
Metal   
3,6 × 0,9 cm + 3,0 × 0,9 cm 
Laser Engraving, Black Laser

Metal USB flash-drive with a striking yet simple, slim-
line design. The memory chip is housed within the body, 
and there is silicone loop at the other end to which a small 
keyring is attached, which is useful for threading cords and 
accessories. 

Flag USB_0001

3,7 × 1,9 × 0,5 cm  
Rubberized plastic
1,3 × 1,1 cm + 1,6 × 1,1 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing 

Ultra compact USB flash-drive made in rubberised look 
plastic. This USB flash-drive is strikingly simple because it 
does not have a cap and the chip is built into the body. The 
shape recalls that of a small trapezium and there is a hole in 
the protruding corner for threading cords and accessories.
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— Data transfer speed.
This is the main advantage: in terms of 
numbers, we’re talking about a speed 
that is ten times faster than USB 2.0 
technology. However, it must be noted 
that such speeds can only be reached if 
the USB port being used supports this 
technology.

— Compatibility.
Cables and flash-drives that use 3.0 
technology are backwards compatible, 
which means that they can easily be 
used with USB ports that have 2.0 
technology.

Aesthetically, there is a way to 
distinguish between a 3.0 and a 2.0 
port or connector. The contacts base on 
the inside is blue, whereas for the latter 
it is white.

How to recognize?

What advantages?

DATA TRANSFER SPEED

ST
RE

SS

VERY HIGH

LOW VERY HIGH

Why should I choose a USB 3.0?

Have you ever had to deal with speed-related 
issues when using a USB interface? A low 
read and write speed can really test our 
patience. This probably happens because you 
didn’t know that there is a valid alternative, 

and it’s called USB 3.0.

USB 3.0 technology has revolutionized the 
external memory drive market, as it provides 
great advantages in terms of performance.

Search in our catalogue 
for USB flash-drives with 
3.0 technology, look for 
the mark and find all the 
models available! USB 3.0

Leather Classic USB_5014

6,6 × 2,2 × 1,1 cm
Synthetic Leather + Plastic    
4,0 × 1,2 cm + 4,0 × 1,2 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Embossing

Imitation leather, rectangular-shaped compact USB flash-
drive embellished with metal profiles and rounded edges. It is 
equipped with a removable cap and a functional mobile hook 
fixed to one end to apply straps and accessories. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

4,9 × 2,2 × 0,5 cm
Metal 
2,1 × 1,1 cm + 2,1 × 1,1 cm
Laser Engraving

Bend USB_0008

Metal USB flash-drive available in silver. The memory chip 
is housed within the body, whereas at the other end there 
is a large functional round hole for threading cords and 
accessories. This USB flash-drive is extremely compact in 
size, with a striking yet simple style. 

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Clip USB_9107

3,6 × 1,4 × 0,5 cm   
Shiny plastic
1,2 × 1,0 cm + 3,0 × 1,0 cm 
Silk-screen Printing

A plastic USB flash-drive inspired by the shape of a 
paper clip. It is the ideal gadget to attach digital content to 
documents, such as creating folders for meetings and events. It 
is extremely compact as a result of the latest generation COB 
chip. 

Easy USB_1052

6,5 × 2,0 × 0,8 cm
Shiny plastic/Rubberized plastic   
2,8 × 1,2 cm + 2,8 × 1,2 cm
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Plastic USB flash-drive available in a smooth or rubber 
version. The profiles have rounded edges and a flashing LED 
indicates operation when it is connected to a computer. It is 
equipped with a removable cap and a functional hook at the 
end to apply straps and accessories. 
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SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Twister Color USB_1116

5,8 × 2,0 × 1,0 cm   
Plastic + Aluminium
2,4 × 1,3 cm + 2,4 × 1,3 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving, 
Epoxy Doming, CMYK Printing

Its key asset is the unlimited selection of colors: starting 
form a minimum order quantity of just 100 pieces it can 
be customized with any Pantone colors both on the rotating 
part and the body. Feel free to create your own creative 
combination of colors!

5,8 × 2,0 × 1,0 cm 
Plastic + Aluminium  
2,4 × 1,3 cm + 2,4 × 1,3 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving, 
Epoxy Doming, CMYK Printing

Twister Rubby USB_1111

Rectangular, compact USB flash-drive. It is equipped with a 
metal rotation cap with a customisable surface. It has a small 
functional ring at the end to apply straps and accessories. The 
Twister-Rubby model is one of the most popular models sold.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Stiff USB_1051

7,4 × 2,0 × 0,8 cm  
Shiny plastic/Rubberized plastic
3,2 × 1,1 cm + 3,6 × 1,1 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Plastic USB flash-drive available in a smooth or rubber 
version. Standard rectangular shape, it is equipped with 
a removable cap and hook at the end to apply straps and 
accessories. It can be customised on both sides with silk-
screen and CMYK printing.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

FlashKey Square USB_3001

5,6 × 2,4 × 0,2 cm
Metal   
4,0 × 0,8 cm + 4,0 × 0,8 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving

Metal key-shaped USB flash-drive with a square end. This 
flash-drive has a clean design and is ultra slim as a result of 
the latest generation COB chip. It is equipped with a functional 
slot to apply straps and accessories, and is ideal to hook onto 
key chains. 

14,3 × 1,4 cm  
Plastic + Aluminium 
3,8 × 1,0 cm
Silk-screen Printing

Penny USB_0016

This multi-functional product is a perfect business gift as it 
combines three functions that we perform in our offices on 
a daily basis: writing on paper, archiving files on memory 
chips, tapping on tablet or work tool touchpads.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Memory HD001

8,0 × 4,1 × 1,0 cm
Metal  
7,0 × 3,0 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing, 
Laser Engraving

Solid state drive (SSD) for data storage available in three 
capacities: 64GB, 128GB and 256GB. SSDs represent an 
evolution compared to classic hard drives. SSDs contain flash 
memory cards connected together and have no moving parts, 
which makes them almost immune to damage.
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SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Vortex USB_8330

5,1 × 2,0 × 1,0 cm
Metal   
3,0 × 1,6 cm + 3,0 × 1,6 cm
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving

Metal USB flash-drive available in silver and gold. The slightly 
satin and shiny finish enhances the sophisticated vortex 
motive on the surface. Vortex has an essential, compact design 
and is equipped with a removable cap. It can be customised 
on both sides with silk-screen printing or laser engraving.

8,5 × 5,4 × 0,2 cm
Plastic   
8,5 × 5,4 cm
Adhesive Label

Sticker USB_0020

Credit card shaped USB flash drive with a see-through plastic 
body which is fully customisable with a four-colour printing 
adhesive sticker. Measuring only 2mm in width, this USB can 
fit in your wallet, just like a business card. The adhesive can 
be printed in four colours.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Z-Drive USB_2210

4,0 × 1,8 × 0,6 cm
Plastic + Aluminium
2,5 × 1,0 cm + 2,5 × 1,0 cm  
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving

Plastic and metal USB flash-drive that is ultra compact as a 
result of the latest generation COB chip. Z-Drive is a model 
exclusively manufactured by us. In 2009, its design won the 
IF Design Award. It can be customised on both sides with silk-
screen printing and laser engraving.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Twister OTG
Twister OTG Type-C

USB_1117

USB_1118

6,8 × 1,9 × 1,0 cm 
Plastic + Aluminium  
2,4 × 1,3 cm + 2,4 × 1,3 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, Laser Engraving, 
Epoxy Doming, CMYK Printing

USB flash-drive made of rubber plastic and metal equipped 
with an extra “on the go” connector. The OTG USB flash-drive 
can be connected directly to the USB port on the smartphone 
or digital camera, for transferring and saving data quickly 
and immediately.

Bullet OTG Type-C USB_0021

4,0 × 1,2 × 0,7 cm 
Metal  
0,9 × 1,0 cm + 2,7 × 0,9 cm 
Laser Engraving, CMYK Printing

Aluminium flash drive with extra "on the go" connector. Bullet 
OTG Type-C features a rotating system with a customisable 
surface and a small hole for laces and accessories. The silver-
coloured surface can be customised on both sides in four-
colour process or laser.

What is OTG technology?
USB On-The-Go (OTG) 
is a standardized 
specification for USB 
connections that allows a 
device to read data from 
a USB connection without 
requiring a PC.

Our USB flash-drives 
with On-The-Go 
technology are equipped 
with a standard USB 
connector on one side and 
a micro-USB connector 
on the other. This means 
you can connect your 
USB flash-drive directly 
to a smartphone or 

digital camera or any 
other device without any 
wires or cables, to read 
and transfer your data 
quickly and immediately.

The USB flash-drives 
OTG are compatible 
with Android operating 
system.
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BODY
BODY

LIGHT 
LIGHT 

4,5 × 1,2 × 0,5 cm 
Plastic + Aluminium
1,8 × 1,0 cm + 1,8 × 1,0 cm 
Laser Engraving, Internal laser Engraving

4,5 × 1,2 × 0,5 cm 
Plastic + Aluminium
1,8 × 1,0 cm + 1,8 × 1,0 cm 
Laser Engraving, Internal laser Engraving

Barracuda

Barracuda Color

USB_2010

USB_0013

USB flash-drive with a modern and essential design. Inside 
the plexi section there is a LED that lights up when the key is 
connected to the computer, enhancing the logo on the surface 
or inside the plexiglass. Barracuda is in fact customizable 
through three-dimensional laser engraving in the plexi part.

The plexi part, available in five shades, allows for three-
dimensional laser engraving, a printing technique where the 
logo is engraved with a permanent result, and is not subject to 
wear and tear, enhanced by the effect of the LED lighting. 
The metal surface can also be customised with a printed logo.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

BODYBODY LIGHT LIGHT 
5,0 × 1,2 cm 
Metal  
2,0 × 0,7 + 4,5 × 1,0 cm  
Laser Engraving, LED logo

7,6 × 2,5 × 0,5 cm 
Metal  
2,0 × 0,7 + 4,5 × 1,0 cm  
Laser Engraving, LED logo

FlashLamp USB_0023USB_0024

Metal USB flash drive with an essential and slim design a 
memory chip that is housed inside the body. This USB is 
available in silver or black upon request, the peculiarity of 
this key is the customizable LED logo on the front in different 
colours such as green, white, blue and red. 

Metal USB flash drive with an essential and slim design 
a memory chip that is housed inside the body. This USB 
is available in silver colour and its peculiarity is the 
customizable LED logo on the front in various colours such as 
green, white, blue and red. 

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

You can scan the QR code with your 
smartphone to see the product in 
AR as if it was on your desk!

Check out the product in ARCheck out the product in AR SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Chic USB_3120

3,0 × 1,2 × 0,6 cm
Metal   
2,3 × 0,8 cm
Laser Engraving

Ultra small metal USB flash drive as a result of the latest 
generation COB chip. The essential design and use of metal 
give it an elegant, sophisticated style. It opens by means of 
a rotary movement on one side. It is equipped with a small 
functional ring to apply straps and accessories.
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SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Color Card Small USB_4017

6,0 × 3,0 × 0,2 cm   
Plastic
6,0 × 3,0 cm + 6,0 × 3,0 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, UV Printing, 3D Printing

Ultra slim smooth plastic USB flash-drive. Given its shape of 
a credit card, it is extremely practical to carry around. It is 
made of plastic and equipped with a connector that comes out 
from the side, which can be removed to facilitate use.

5,8 × 2,4 × 1,0 cm
Plastic + Aluminium   
2,8 × 0,8 cm + 2,0 × 1,0 cm 
Laser Engraving, Internal laser Engraving

Plexi USB_0015

USB flash drive in metal and plexiglass with a slim design 
and squared edges. The part made of plexiglass looks like 
a traditional key with a hole for chains or laces. It can be 
customised with internal laser incision, a technique which 
allows you to recreate logos inside the transparent plastic.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Color Card Round USB_4016

Ø 4,3 × 0,2 cm
Plastic  
Ø 4,3 cm + Ø 4,3 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing

Plastic, round USB flash-drive that is ultra slim and small as 
a result of the latest generation COB chip. It is equipped with 
a connector that comes out from the side, and can be removed 
from the rest of the body to facilitate use. 

8,3 × 5,2 × 0,2 cm
Shiny plastic  
8,3 × 5,2 cm + 8,3 × 5,2 cm 
Silk-screen Printing, CMYK Printing, 
3D Printing

8,7 × 5,5 × 0,2 cm
Metal  
8,0 × 5,0 cm + 8,0 × 5,0 cm
UV Printing, Laser Engraving

Color Card

Metal Card

USB_4015

USB_0012

Ultra slim smooth plastic USB flash-drive. Given its shape of 
a credit card, it is extremely practical to carry around. It is 
made of plastic and equipped with a connector that comes out 
from the side, which can be removed to facilitate use.

Metal USB stick with dimensions similar to those of a credit 
card and only 3 mm thick, with an elegant and high-quality 
look thanks to the brushed finish in the colours gold, silver 
and black. Thanks to its large surface, Metal Card gives 
excellent results when customised with logos and graphics.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Silik USB_6050

21,5 × 1,8 × 1,8 cm
Silicon
2,2 × 1,3 + 16,0 × 1,3 + 1,0 × 1,3 cm  
Silk-screen Printing, Embossing

Silicone USB flash drive accessory as a result of its dual 
function of bracelet and USB memory. The connector is 
concealed in the cap closure. Silik is slim and rectangular and 
can be customised on its entire length on both sides with silk-
screen printing or resin relief.
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Gift 
Sets

Original travel-sized gift sets

We’ve taken from our 
catalogue some staple 
accessories to create three 
selected assortments of 
indispensable tech products. 
Surprise your clients with 
these original promotional 
gifts, perfect either for work, 
travel or leisure.
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BLUETOOTH MOUSE

MOUSE PAD WITH CHARGER

BLUETOOTH EARPHONES

SUPPORT FOR SMARTPHONE

USB CABLE

BLUETOOTH EARPHONES

USB HUB

Packaging: 24,6 × 21,0 × 3,7 cm  
Packaging: Silk-screen Printing
Products: UV Printing, CMYK printing, 
Silk-screen Printing

Packaging: 24,6 × 21,0 × 3,7 cm  
Packaging: Silk-screen Printing
Products: CMYK printing & Embossing, 
CMYK printing, Silk-screen Printing

ToolBox Set

Smart Set

KT008

KT007

A set of essential accessories to recreate your workplace 
at home. These products transform any context into a 
professional environment equipped with all the comforts for 
working from home as in the office.

Smart Set is the mix of products that combines wireless and 
Bluetooth technology for a cable-free desk. Whether it's the 
office workstation or the desk at home from which you work 
remotely, these accessories are designed to quickly set up a 
workstation free from cables that often make it uncluttered.

SIZE 
PRINT

SIZE 
PRINT

USB DATA BLOCKER

ANTI RFID CARD

WEBCAM COVERS

Packaging: 12,0 × 12,5 × 3,0 cm  
Packaging: Silk-screen Printing
Products: Silk-screen Printing, 
CMYK Printing

Privacy Set KT006

SIZE 
PRINT

A set of products dedicated to protecting digital data and the 
IT safety of smartphones, tablets and computers. It features 
a USB data blocker; an anti-RFID card and 5 webcam covers. 
USB data blocker is a USB adaptor which acts like a filter 
when you are charging your phone from a public source 
which is considered to be unsafe (for example, USB ports in 
an airport). The device impedes the transfer of data (both 
incoming and outgoing, such as malware), allowing only for 
the power required to charge the battery to be used. 
The anti-RFID card ensures that credit cards are fully 
protected from data theft and are fully isolated from magnetic 
sources. It looks like a card and needs to be kept in your 

wallet. Lastly, the webcam cover is a small adhesive plastic 
sticker with a sliding open-close system to apply to your 
computer webcam with the aim of preventing hackers or 
viruses to use your device's webcam. 
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Logo

Sound exit

80mm

Embossed

By definition, rebranding is the process of strategic change of a 
company’s brand identity. It may consist in choosing a new name, 
logo, or communication strategy, with the intention of reshaping its 
identity and positioning it differently in the reference market.

A gadget that really 
talks about you

Your logo and your products 
are unique and this is the 
best way to enhance them

3D and 2D reproduction 
of any shape or logo!

Ultimate styling appeal and 
excellent results in terms of shape 
and colors

Even the budget 
is customized!

Different price brackets, 
to suit any budget

Make up your 
own gift set 

You can create an entire range of 
different products with the same 
customized shape

Big projects, 
minimum quantities  

The minimum order quantity 
is just 100 units!

The importance of rebranding: 
what is it and why promotional 
gadgets are crucial

Sooner or later, all companies need to renovate and “refresh” their 
corporate image, or address new markets and targets, or strengthen 
their relationship with their original target.

Whatever the case, one of the most effective ways to rebrand a 
corporate logo is to make company gadgets to be distributed to 
customers and employees and on which to imprint the elements of 
the new brand image. 

Our 100% Custom gadgets are simply perfect for the job, as they 
allow you to reproduce any three-dimensional shape, and to 
produce a custom-made promotional accessory, whatever the initial 
idea. 

Any other product of this catalogue is actually a perfect candidate 
for a rebranding project, try a customized promotional gadget, look 
through these pages for some inspiration!

YOUR LOGO OUR PROJECT YOUR PRODUCT
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1 — USB FLASH DRIVE - 2D/3D
USB flash-drives 
get dressed up.

5 — LUGGAGE TAG – 2D
Spot your suitcase, 
and also your brand! 

9 — SHORT 3IN1 CABLE - 3D
Cables can have 
a personality.

2 — EARPHONES - 2D
Say no to tangled 
up wires! 

6 — KEY CHAIN - 2D/3D
Your logo is the key.

10 — MULTICABLE - 3D
USB cables? 
You never have enough.

3 — POWER BANK - 3D
Power banks can be 
more than you expect. 

7 - WIRELESS CHARGER - 2D
Forget wires but don’t 
forget your style.

11 — USB HUB – 2D
How many ports? 
The more the merrier! 
 

4 - MAGNET - 2D/3D
Fridge magnets will 
never be the same! 

8 — PODS CASE - 3D
Pods case is a tailor-made 
wireless earphone case. 

  

100% Custom Design
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24h 
without customization

Fast delivery
Urgent orders? No problem at all.

The products ready for 
delivery are shipped from 
our premises within 24/48 
hours from the order 
confirmation. Delivery takes 
place in 24 or 72 hours 
depending on the destination 

area and the type of product. 
Power Bank, speakers and 
all battery-powered products 
may have longer delivery 
times because they do not 
allow shipping by air.

48h 
with your logo printed on it
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The original 
PopSockets® as 
a corporate gift!

PopSockets®: original brand quality from your trusted supplier

Ø 4,0 cm    
Plastic
Ø 4,0 cm  
Matt CMYK, Glossy CMYK

PopGrip Basic

Custom pack

GD040

Choose quality! PopSockets® is a highly popular gadget on 
the market. Our catalog is where you'll find the patented and 
certified original version. The famous smartphone and tablet 
support is now available as a promotional gadget that can be 
customised with company logos or graphics. 

Starting from only 120pcs.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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BAMBOO ROSEWOOD ZEBRAWOOD

Ø 4,0 cm
Plastic + Aluminium    
Ø 4,0 cm  
Laser Engraving

Ø 4,0 cm
Bamboo, Rosewood, Zebrawood, Plastic    
Ø 4,0 cm  
Laser Engraving

PopGrip Aluminum

PopGrip Wood

GD018

GD019

PopGrip Aluminum is the aluminum version of the famous 
PopSockets®, the patented smartphone grip/stand that can 
be customised with a company logo for promotional use. It 
comes in 3 colours: grey, silver and black. 

PopGrip Wood is the wooden version of the famous 
PopSockets®, the patented smartphone grip/stand. The types 
of wood available are bamboo, zebra wood (a tropical wood 
with a zebra pattern) and rosewood (a precious wood usually 
used to make musical instruments).

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Ø 4,0 cm    
Plastic
Ø 4,0 cm  
Matt CMYK, Glossy CMYK

PopGrip GD020

PopGrip Swappable is the version with interchangeable 
disc of the famous PopSockets®. It is also the ideal solution 
for smartphones compatible with wireless charging: simply 
remove the PopTop and place the mobile on the charger.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

SILVER GREY BLACK

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

PopGrip Plant is the green variant of the famous PopSockets®, 
the patented smartphone holder that can be customized with 
a company logo for promotional use. Its peculiarity is that it 
is made with at least 1/3 of completely recyclable materials of 
vegetable origin, such as corn starch, castor beans and canola oil. 

GD049Popsockets Plant
Ø 4,0 cm    
Castor Beans, Corn Starch, Canola Oil, Plastic
Ø 4,0 cm  
Matt CMYK, Glossy CMYK
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Cellularline
Cellularline enters the world of promotional market

Thanks to the exclusive 
collaboration with 
Cellularline, you can finally 
choose a corporate gift that 
combines functionality and 

aesthetics with the high 
quality of an Italian brand, 
recognized in the retail 
market throughout Europe.
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8,3 × 6,9 × 3,4 cm
Plastic   
2,0 × 3,5 cm
Pad Printing, Laser Engraving 

Fizzy Bluetooth SPC01

Fizzy is a small, colorful Bluetooth pocket speaker that’s 
perfect for listening to your favourite music wherever you are 
and at any time of day. Thanks to its hands-free function, you 
can also use it to answer incoming calls on your smartphone.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

10.000 mAh
9,8 × 6,2 × 2,6 cm     
Plastic
8,0 × 2,8 cm 
Digital Printing

Power Essence PBC15

Power Bank that guarantees excellent performance for a 
smartphone emergency recharge, delivering up to 12W of 
power. Its design is developed to offer the best performance: 
the anti-slip paint and soft touch material coating offer 
solidity to the grip and pleasantness to the touch.

CAPACITY
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

OUTPUT
SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT

Wireless Fast Charger Pad WCC03

18W
Ø 10,0 cm
Plastic  
4,5 × 2,5 cm  
Pad Printing

PAD is the Cellularline wireless charger, with Qi certificate 
issued by the Wireless Power Consortium, which allows you 
to quickly charge all phones compatible with Qi wireless 
charging. The smartphone is recharged with a simple gesture, 
laying it on the surface of the Pad.

6,3 × 4,5 × 3,2 cm 
Plastic  
2,5 × 1,5 cm
Digital Printing

Hark EPC08

Design and style are the hallmark features of HARK, the 
True Wireless Stereo earbuds with curvy, ergonomic lines. 
The charging case with a modern design lets you charge the 
earbuds up to 3 times, for 16 hours of total play time.

SIZE 
MATERIALS
PRINT AREA
PRINT
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We work in the consumer electronics market since more than 
10 years and we are obsessed with catching innovations as 
they approach. When we select the products that will be later 
included in our promotional catalogue, we strive to anticipate 
our clients’ needs, eager to provide solutions for any request we 
may receive.

Every company is one-of-a-kind.

However, every company is unique and so are its needs. 
That is why no standard catalogue could ever meet individual 
requirements, but we are ready also for this!

Tailored projects 
to promote your
uniqueness

"We are specialized in delivering bespoke 
projects across any industry sector and 
for any promotional enterprise.”

We develop tailored and extra-catalogue products based on the 
requirements of our clients, so if you haven’t found yet what suits you 
perfectly, all you need is calling on us for a made-to-measure project.

The production line from enquiry to delivery.  

From the first touch point to manufacturing, we work closely with our 
customers to create their company’s original equipment.

Client request

Sharing of
proposals and costs

with the client

Approval process Delivering

Happy Client

ManufacturingProducts 
prototyping

Gathering 
of the needs
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Let’s get real: some examples 
of our tailored projects.

The Privacy Set: How to make the 
most out of the open market offer

One of our clients appointed us to develop a product focused on data 
protection and IT security. Our research brought us to three products 
that were not yet included in our catalogue: a USB data blocker, a RFID 
card and a webcam cover. 

"This product was so successful that we 
decided to create a similar one to be included 
in our catalogue, you will find it on page 107.”

The first is an adaptor to place between the charging cable and the USB 
socket, that allows you to charge safely from any USB socket with no 
risk of data transfer to/from your device. 

The RFID card should stay in your wallet to prevent the theft of the 
credit card data, and the webcam cover is useful to prevent any virus or 
hacker from using the computer’s video camera.

Together these three objects are an exhausting combination of the 
data security essentials. All of them have been personalized with the 
company logo. 
We also completed the set with a custom packaging in rigid cardboard 
and a manual with the products’ descriptions and instructions.
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A branded vape recharge: 
something never seen before 

For our client operating in the e-cigarette market we developed from 
scratch a multifunction product that serves both as a Power Bank to 
recharge the vape and as a convenient case to store the refill capsules. 
In addition, it recharges also the smarthphone. 
This item is first of his kind, and it took us several weeks of 
prototyping to get to the final model which ended up in a very 
satisfying result. 

“This is one of the most genuine examples of 
how much we can customize a product: the 
size and shape of this “Power Bank & Travel 
Case” is designed to fit exclusively the vape 
and the capsules of the brand.”

The materials have been chosen accurately to attain an elegant look, 
both when the device is in use and when it is closed. 

We have chosen a shiny dark grey plastic for the inside body, while the 
case, although in the same colour hue, looks different because it’s made 
of soft rubber, a smooth material that is also pleasant to touch.
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Google Home: how we liaise with big brands

We received the request to supply a stock of Google Home devices, 
so we got in touch with the best providers worldwide to grant to our 
customer the best price and the best bundle. 

“This collaboration has proven us that we 
can really support our customers in teaming 
up with any Brand, for real unique projects.”

We closed a convenient agreement with one of our European most 
trustful contacts and, in in a very short time, we had the official 
branded product by Google delivered at our premises.

Video brochure and web key: 
digital contents on the go 

One of our customers asked our support to boost an important product 
launch. 
They needed something that could narrate the product in a clear yet 
charming and entertaining way. So, we realised for them a bespoken 
video brochure, namely a screen housed in a card based. 

It is packaged in a similar way to its traditional paper counterpart but 
instead of opening to reveal text and images, the user gets a miniature 
LCD screen and a video playing. Videos are the most effective mediums 
for driving sales, they’re easier to digest compared to a text.
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For other customers we also realized a bespoken web key. What is it? 
A USB chip programmed to direct the recipient to a website landing 
page. In short it automatically launches your web browser to a pre-
defined web page. The Webkeys are small and light and are perfect 
to be placed for example on a paper press kit for the launch of a new 
corporate website.

Licensed and retail projects

We are specialized in delivering bespoke projects also on brand 
licensing, either for the promotional or the retail market. Thanks to 
a solid experience in the development of licenses collections we can 
easily manage the approval process to provide products and packaging 
compliant with licensor’s style-guides.



secrets for
GROWING
your business


